CORRIGENDUM

to Amendments No. 1/2013 to Publication No. 87/P – Application of the Performance Standard for Protective Coatings under Requirements Concerning the Construction of Sea-Going Bulk Carriers and Sea-Going Double Hull Oil Tankers – 2012

Amendment No. 2 has been added and the subsequent amendments have been renumbered respectively

In paragraph 1.2 the term “GOOD condition” and “PSPC” has been amended to read:

.7 GOOD condition – the condition with only minor spot rusting as defined in resolution A.1049(27) (2011 ESP Code), as amended. Condition with spot rusting on less than 3% of the area under consideration without visible failure of the coating. Rusting at edges or welds, must be on less than 20 % of edges or weld lines in the area under consideration.

.12 PSPC – performance standard for protective coatings:
  for ballast tanks and double-side skin spaces – according to the Resolution MSC.215(82),
  for cargo tanks and void spaces – according to the Resolution MSC.288(87).
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